Complex connections in the structure’s 3D, triangular trusses were simplified by the expeditious use of custom-designed cast connections.
This page: The nose pipe, where eight truss elements come together, was one of four castings used to make the WTTC modular steel truss frame connections.

Opposite page: Components for the Wind Technology Testing Center’s triangular trussed frames were 80-ft-long pieces trucked in as standard loads.
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lateral system. In the transverse direction, the lateral capacity of the frames is similar every 30 ft, placing minimal shear demands on the roof diaphragm. The 3D, triangular trusses eliminated the need for out-of-plane bracing of the bottom chords and reduced the clear spans between trusses down to 22 ft. At this span, it was possible to use 7½-in., 16-gage, roof deck without purlins. The premium spent on the roof deck and frames was offset by the savings from a reduced piece count and simplified roof erection, which proceeded 82 ft clear above grade.

In order to simplify the typical 3D connections between diagonals and chords, the trusses were assembled from round HSS and steel pipes. Pipe sizes and panel points were selected to ensure that no diagonal pipes would overlap at their connections to the chords, resulting in 8-in. tail pipes and 10-in. nose pipes, with 4-in. diagonal members. The roof trusses themselves weigh 6 psf, while the frames as a whole, including roof and column trusses, weigh 12.9 psf. To facilitate drainage and increase the midspan bending capacity, the roof trusses taper linearly in depth from 7 ft at either end up to 8.5 ft at the midspan.

The most significant challenges posed by the trussed frames were their connections at the transitions between truss columns and roof trusses. These joints experience the highest loads in the trusses—netting as much as 440 kips in the vertical direction and 330 kips in the horizontal direction. They also are required to connect up to eight pipes converging at a single panel point. In light of these conditions and the expected difficulty in fabricating the trusses to the desired tolerance, LeMessurier designed these joints as steel castings. Keeping the 11 frames identical with respect to these joints made the castings economically competitive, and designing them in-house allowed for their bidding and fabrication to proceed within the project schedule. The concept of castings accompanied the first frame sketches and remained an integral part of the design through construction.

Months before construction documents were issued, LeMessurier began working with Steel Cast Connections, LLC, Seattle, to develop economical and constructible castings. As part of an iterative collaboration, LeMessurier developed potential casting designs in Solidworks for low weight and high strength before sending *.igs files to Steel Cast Connections, who evaluated possibilities for improving the constructibility of the castings. Steel Cast Connections provided pricing during this process, allowing LeMessurier to assess whether the castings were a viable alternative to welded steel joints. LeMessurier also worked with Steel Cast Connections to develop a separate specification on steel castings, which was included with the construction documents.

With 22 nose pipe joints, 44 tail pipe joints, 44 mid-height drag nodes, and 42 end truss X-joints, pattern costs assumed approximately 20% of the total cost for all castings, and confirmed a real economy of scale. Because many members of the design and construction teams had not worked with castings in the past, the teams placed special emphasis on assessing whether the frames or castings could be value-

Once the casting design has been finalized, a pair of very precise wooden patterns are made, one for each half of the casting. The completed nose pipe casting will look like the dark areas shown here. The smaller yellow area on the left is the runner system where the liquid metal is introduced into the mold. The small yellow squares are locations for chill placement. Chills absorb heat to control the cooling and solidification process.

Sand is compressed around the wooden pattern to create an individual mold for each casting. Somewhat like a jig saw puzzle, additional pieces of sand called cores are placed into the mold to create the complex shape required. The picture shows the bottom half of the mold with cores in place. The hollow cavities are the area that will be filled with steel.

A pattern like this is made for each casting design, then used repeatedly for each casting. This pattern is for the nose joint where eight members come together. The three tall yellow conical items are the risers into which additional liquid steel is supplied to the casting as it shrinks.
engineered. As a result of these assessments, the fabricator ultimately adopted the castings on the construction documents as the joint design of choice, and the project was delivered on time and on budget.

Trusses were shop fabricated in four sections: north column, south column, north roof truss, and south roof truss. The roof trusses were spliced with full-penetration field welds on site before being lifted into place on the truss columns. Field connections between the roof trusses and column trusses also consisted of full-penetration field welds between the castings (connected to the roof truss) and the truss column pipes. The truss column diagonals at the highest elevation between the nose pipe castings and the column tailpipes were installed last. Once all of the trusses were erected, drag elements were installed between them and welded into place after truing. The trusses on either end were outfitted with X-bracing between the tail pipes for additional torsional capacity.

Making the Castings

Each casting was produced by filling a sand mold with molten steel and controlling the heat transfer process throughout the process of solidification, which started on the outside surface as dendritic crystals formed inward. In its liquid state the steel was highly expanded. As the casting shrank, the goal was to feed more liquid steel into the molten center until it finally solidified. Places that got cut off from this feed metal would develop small hollows called shrinks. Due to their relatively smooth boundaries, shrinks do not have the same tendency to grow as cracks do. Increased size and frequency of shrinks, however, reduces the quality of a casting and changes its structural behavior. For this reason, much of the casting design, production and testing for the WTTC revolved around minimizing shrinks.

During the design process for the joints, LeMessurier and Steel Cast Connections worked together to develop criteria for providing reasonable structural behavior, solidification and cost. Production costs for a casting are closely correlated to its weight, so one design objective was to make the castings as light as possible. For bidding purposes, the expected weight of each casting was included on the construction documents.

Proper solidification required that the casting forms be as simple as possible and that certain minimum clearances be maintained. Strength required simple load paths, adequate area and smooth transitions. Fortunately, strength and solidification requirements had much in common, so the design process for the castings became an attempt to balance these two requirements with the objective of reducing weight. The castings represented on the construction documents had been designed and modeled rigorously for strength and weight, while reflecting good practice with regard to solidification.

Steel Cast Connections teamed up with structural steel fabricator Gives Steel to win

### Diagram

- **This model of the nose pipe casting was made by the foundry’s consultants, Product Development & Analysis LLC, to determine how to arrange the risers and the chills for the cooling process.**

- **The nose pipe castings developed for the WTTC weigh 612 lb each. This photo taken in the fabrication facility shows one installed in a truss and two on the shop floor.**

- **The trussed frames were fixed to the foundation and self-stabilizing in all directions. Building end frames (left) were designed with additional bracing in between the tail pipes for additional torsional capacity.**
Individual wind turbine blades up to 90 m (295 ft) in length can be tested in the new WTTC facility. The cantilevered blades are subjected to a regimen of testing that includes bending moments of as much as 84 MNm (62,000 k-ft). The expected blade deflections dictated the lab’s size and clear space requirements.

Visually, the most compelling aspect of the WTTC castings is their success in making the tough transition between roof truss and column appear effortless. Up close, the castings are powerful, organic and streamlined. From the lab floor, they are hardly visible. This is their beauty. By other means, these joints would call attention to themselves and interrupt the flow of the frames. The castings make it possible for the frames to appear fully integrated, even rhythmic. Because the WTTC offices are located in the midst of the north truss columns, lab personnel and visitors experience the mid-height drag node castings up close, making this contrast between human scale and building scale a defining part of the WTTC experience.

For additional information on other aspects of this project see “Testing Tomorrow’s Turbines,” Civil Engineering, July 2011, pp. 64-71.
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The new Wind Technology Testing Center laboratory enclosure is supported by 11 modular steel trussed frames fabricated using cast steel nodal connections.